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Project Summary

The present project is the continuation and further development of the projects “New Technology of Infocommunication
Networks Dependability Planning by Using of Markov Analytical, Economical and Computer Models” (2008 2009, grant №173,
rated 95 points – hereinafter “Project 1”) funded by Georgian National Science Foundation and “New semi Markov Models for
Dependability Planning (Structural Control) of Infocommunication Networks” (2012 2014, grant №11/13, rated 98,5 points –
hereinafter “Project 2”) funded by Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation.
The main goal of the project is the construction and investigation of novel, high universal models and methods of mathematical
theory of reliability and queuing theory for dependability planning of infocommunication networks. Usually, these networks are
multi component standby systems in which two main maintenance operations are executed – replacement of failed main
component by standby one and renewal (repair) of any failed component. Respectively, proposed models are mixed type
queuing systems with two types of service requests. Namely, failure of main component generates necessity of two types of
services: 1) its replacement with standby component, 2) renewal of its own (repair of failed main component). Whereas failure of
standby component generates necessity of only one type of maintenance service – its repair.
Analysis of contemporary state in the field proves that, before results of the Project 1 and Project 2 there did not exist more or less
sound models of dependability planning (dependability and structure optimization with economical criteria) for modern and
prospective infocommunication networks in terms of adequate desc_ription of two main maintenance operations − replacement
and renewal. Within the frameworks of mentioned projects this gap is partially filled for the wide range of technical systems
within the possibilities of Markov and semi Markov closed queuing models. Purpose of the present project is further development
and intensification of received results within the possibilities of mixed type (open with respect to one arriving stream of requests,
closed to second) Markov and semi Markov queuing systems. Exactly such models are considered most adequate for modern
complex technical systems, and namely, telecommunication networks. Therefore, research problem of the presented project is
quite urgent and its solution (as intended within project framework) would be a great scientific and importance practical novelty.
Note that one of the major incentives of our activities in the mentioned direction is the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) Recommendation E.862 (rev.1) – Geneva 1992, which convincingly justifies advantages of analytical methods for the
needs of the dependability planning of telecommunication networks in comparison with other methods.
Equally important are ITU documents on service quality and reliability issues. Namely, ITU-T Reccommendation E.860:
Framework of a Service Level Agreement – June 2002.
Project’s main result will be managerial decision making effective, new mixed type Markov and semi Markov models for modern
infocommunication networks’ design and operation, as well as, modernization stages. This result is completely novel and
considerably improves current existing state in the field.
The solution of these tasks implies the beginning of completely novel stage in the development of the mathematical theory of
reliability for the needs of reliability planning of complex systems. These results are also considerable input into the queuing
theory, where for the first time ever closed queuing systems with two types of parallel service will be studied.
In addition, we expect that the project’s (as well as Project 1 and 2) results can be used for structural analysis and management
objectives of other complex systems, such as large scale territorially distributed networks.
In overall, in light of the above, it’s possible to draw the conclusions on expected high scientific and important practical results
upon project completion.


